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ABSTRACT
A study was conducted to test the hypothesis that Ss

from disadvantaged homes have poorly developed "abstract" thinking
skills and that their thought can be characterized as more "concrete"
or-relational. Four forMs- .0fa problem-solving inventory were
developed which differed in mode of presentation. The original form
consisted of real-life problem situations portrayed in cartoon form
and shown to Ss 'as slides with an accompanying answer book and audio
tape of item stems and directions. The additional forms were: (1) a
Picturebook form with drawings in-the answer book and no slides; CO
a form in Which pictures were described in a short paragraph and

--substituted for the pictures in the answer book; and (3) a form in
-which 3-D_fullcolor models based on the drawings were used. Ss were
410 second and fourth graders from two schools enrolling a-large
proportion'of disadvantaged and advantaged children, respectively. Ss
were randomly assigned to the .test fOrMS. Analyses of variance were
Computed to determine the effects. of socioeconomic Status, grade,
sex, and-testing mode upon performance. No significant sex
differences-were found. Best performance from children, both second
and.fourth graders,- disadvantaged and advantaged, -was-obtained on the
middle forms- of the test, not on-the most abstract or most concrete
forms. It is suggested that' the lack of support of the hypothesiS_ may
haVe resulted-from a lack of manipulative material on the 'concrete
tests and too much irrelevant information in the test content. (KM)m
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Consid research has demonstrated differential school
performance among children froth different SPS backgrounds (Deutscn,
1963;.Coleman, 1966). The explanation for such differences is
that differential styles of thinking ana interacting with adults
.develop in lower as _opposed to middle- or upper-class environments
(Hess & Shipman, 1965; havighurst, 1964; Deutsch, 1963; John &
Goldstein, 1964) . In particular, several authors (Ausubel,
1968; Blank & Solomon, 1968; Sigel & McBane, 1967) contend that
Ss from disadvantaged homes have poorly developed 'Iabstract".
thinking skills, and that their thought can be characterized
as more "concrete" or relational. As a result, the performance
of disadvantaged Ss should be enhanced when more "real-life,
concrete' aids are presented. The purpose of the ',,resent
experiment was to test this hypothesis.

Method

Four forms of a problem solving inventory- were developed
which -differed in terms of the mode of presentation of the items.
The original form of the inventory consisted of- real-life problem
situations portrayed in black and white-line drawings-in cartoon
'form shown to Ss as slides (Feidhusen, Houtz, & Ringenba-ch,- 1972)
with an accompanying answer book and audio tape of item stems and
directions The three -additional. forma-developed for.thepresent
study were:- (1) a pittUre--boOkforth in Whichthe drawings were
placed in-the answer -book and no slides were shown, (2) a form
in which the pictures were described in a short paragraph and
substituted for the pictures in the answer book, and -(3) a form
in Which-3-D full-color models .based on the cartoon drawings were
used as-the test. stimuli. -Thus, a continuum, as-,suggested-by.
Hamreus (1966), of realism in visual learning aids,.wa.creat d,
from an 'abstract''' form (theparagraph-ferm),.-through two in-
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Data Source

The Ss for the p rc ent study were 4l second- and fourth
graders from two schools in In Indiana. School 1
enrolled a largo proportion of childr(=.n from "disadvantaged'
homes. School II enrded a larc:: proportion of children from
'advantaged'. none,;. Title I eliEibility was used as the criterion

. for School selection. The Ss wore randomly assigned to one of
the for test form's. il,acn test 'aas admin:_stered to Ss by a
trained E. P11 directions, item descriptions and item choices

e presented via au-'io tape to minimize reading difficulties.

suits and Conclusions

ANOVA's were compute a to determine the effects of SES
level, grad, sex, and testing modo upon perforfl ice. The
main effects of SES, grade, and test form were significant.
Advantaged Ss outperformed disadvantaged Sc, and fourth-graders
outperformed.second-raders. No -,nificant sex_differences
were obtained. Newman-i<euis post tests (Winer, 1971) revealed
that the abstract test form resulted in significantly lower
performance than any other form. Also, the 3-U form resulted in
performance significantly below that on toe picture-book form.
To test the present experimental hypothesis specifically,
simple main effects were calculated (Weiner, 1971) .- Significant
differences between SES levels on all but the slide form of the
tests were obtained.

pi ctu ---,?-booN form, theft
.realistic' form ( 3-U models).

In addition, test form made no difference at all among
the non- disadvantaged fourth-graders. The non-disadvantaged
second-graders onthe picture-book form significantly out-
performed those on each of the forms. For both the dis-
advantaged second- and fourth -graders, the slide form or the
picture-book form resulted in significantly better-performance.
than the stories -- form.

To summarize, best ner 'orrllance from children, both second-
and fourtn-graders, disadvantaged and nondisadvantaged, was
obtained on the "middle" :ferMS of the problem-solving test, not-
on the most "abstract"' or 'most t"-concrete" forms.-- Several
possible explanations exist for the lack of support for our
major hypothesis. While our test forms may indeed have approximated
acontinuuM of realism,we -may not at all have represented a
-concrete" dimension-. both Bruner -(1966) and-Piaget--(Flavell-,
1963) .maintain the- importance mof on the
part .of the child to _establish. significant ..-enactive:or.sensory--



motor representations of t ought. On the otner hand, tne
.

experiments of Dwyer (1)67, 1970) indicate that visual aids of
intormeuiate detail result in highest performance. if one
considers the dependence of the problem solving inventory upon
visual images from which Ss must make abstract generalizations,
then the concrete and abs Tract test forms may present too many
irrelevant ,or too few relevant cues, respectively, for efficient
performance from Ss. The color and "- -11 'less" used in the model
form may nave increased student motivation at the non-disadvantaged,
second-grade level, Out the extra information,
not crucial to the nature of the problem itself, may have
confused or misled all other student*. On the other hand,
the slide and picture -book forms may have "magnifiee and made
more salient- the fcer, relevant bits of information crucial
to he problem and reduced memory re2uireMents, especially in
the case of non-disadvantaged secono-graders.

In conclusion, the of the tasks involved in making
use of images on our problem7Solving inventory remains crucial.
More concrete aids may be useful only to the extent tnat the
nature of the learning task involved is also concrete.
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